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I would never have begun writing this book, or even dreamed of its possibility, had Eileen Joy not placed a strange amount of faith in me by saying she would publish it. It owes its existence first of all to her, Vincent W.J. van Gerven Oei, and the creative risk taking of punctum books.

Its ideas have branched from too many diffuse roots for me to be able to trace them all or thank everyone by name. At the very least, I would like to thank Scott Goodman, Matt Howard, Rotem Linial, and everyone who joined the conversation at “Fictional Archives, Archival Fictions” at Good Work Gallery, Maia Murphy and everyone who made possible and took part in “Uninventional” at Recess Gallery, and the unique and fertile intellectual community of the BABEL Working Group.

Nor would it be possible to thank individually everyone who has shared a brief encounter and lingering insight with me through a visit to libraryofbabel.info. It has been the site of so many chance crossings, each of which has left its trace on the writing here.